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Abstract

An approach to simultaneous document classification and word clustering is developed using a
two-way mixture model of Poisson distributions. Each document is represented by a vector with each
dimension specifying the number of occurrences of a particular word in the document in question.
As a collection of documents across several classes usually makes use of a large number of words,
the document vectors are of high dimension. On the other hand, the number of distinct words in any
single document is usually substantially smaller than the size of the vocabulary, leading to sparse
document vectors. A mixture of Poisson distributions is used to model the multivariate distribution of
the word counts in the documents within each class. To address the issues of high dimensionality and
sparsity, the parameters in the mixture model are regularized by imposing a clustering structure on
the set of words. An EM-style algorithm for the two-way mixture model will be derived for parameter
estimation with the clustering of words part of the estimation process. The connection of the two-way
mixture model with dimension reduction will also be elucidated. Experiments on the newsgroup data
have demonstrated promising results.
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1. Introduction

The last few years saw an exponential growth of textual information available in the pub-
lic World Wide Web, corporate intranets, news wires and elsewhere. While the amount of
textual data is constantly increasing, our ability to process and utilize this information has
remained largely unchanged. One of the great challenges for today’s information science
and technology is to develop algorithms and software for efficiently and effectively orga-
nizing, accessing and mining this vast amount of information. In this paper, we focus on the
task of classifying natural language documents into a pre-defined set of topical categories,
commonly referred to as document classification. Document classification is an enabling
technology that is essential for many information processing applications. For example, it
can be used as a building block to classify Web documents into a directory system such
as Yahoo! or Open Directory. It can also be used to categorize the incoming emails in a
company for spam detection, routing for automatic machine response or sending to the
correct human recipient (Joachims, 2002; Yang, 1999; Zhang, 2001).

In this paper, we follow the general paradigm of representing text documents using the
vector space model (Belew, 2000; Salton, 1989). Each document in a collection is repre-
sented by ap-dimensional vector, and each coordinate of the vector (variable) corresponds
to a word in a vocabulary of sizep. This formulation leads to the so-called term-document
matrix A = [aij ] for the representation of the collection of documents, whereaij is the
so-called term frequency, i.e., the number of times wordi occurs in documentj. In this
vector space model terms and documents are treated asymmetrically with terms considered
as the covariates or attributes of documents.

For a collection of documents across several topical classes, it usually makes use of a
large number of words leading to a large vocabulary sizep, and all the document vectors live
in a high-dimensional space. On the other hand, the number of distinct words in any single
document is usually substantially smaller than the size of the vocabulary, leading to sparse
document vectors, vectors with many zero components. High dimensionality and sparsity
do pose a challenge to many classification algorithms. Several methods have been proposed
to handle those problems, for example, there are methods for selecting a subset of words
based on various heuristics such as document frequency cut-off and mutual information
(seeYang and Pedersen, 1997for a survey). However, it is also well-known that the reduc-
tion of the number of words based on feature selection cannot be too aggressive, otherwise
the classification accuracy will suffer (Joachims, 2002). Notable among those that allow
aggressive feature space reduction is the distributional clustering approach whereby words
are clustered into groups based on the distribution of class labels associated with each word
(Baker and McCallum, 1998). Distributional clustering is used as a pre-processing step to
compress the size of the feature space used for document classification and the clustering is
homogeneous across all the classes. As we will show later, inhomogeneous word clustering
can improve classification accuracy. There are also several document classification methods
that do not rely on aggressive feature reduction, among which we mention Naive Bayes
method (McCallum and Nigam, 1998), support vector machines (Joachims, 2002) and reg-
ularized linear classifiers (Zhang, 2001). All these methods, unlike the two-way mixture
model we will propose, do not produce word clustering as an integral part of the modeling
and classification process. Another related line of research is the simultaneous clustering
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approach (Hofmann, 2001) (also known as biclustering or co-clustering,Zha et al., 2001)
whereby data instances and their attributes are simultaneously clustered to enhance cluster-
ing effectiveness and cluster interpretability. However, the simultaneous clustering approach
focuses on a fixed set of documents, and therefore, in a strict sense, it does not provide a
generative model for arbitrary documents. Ways to overcome this difficulty have been pro-
posed inBlei et al. (2003)based on a model that involves a much complicated optimization
problem.

In our approach, we characterize each class by a mixture model with a word cluster-
ing structure, and combine the class models in an overall classification framework. The
distribution of the document vectors within each class is modeled by a mixture of multivari-
ate probability mass functions (pmf) with independent variables each following a Poisson
distribution. The variables are in general not conditionally independent given the class be-
cause a class may contain multiple mixture components. By combining several additive
components, the mixture model is flexible for characterizing the distribution of the docu-
ment vector. As we have mentioned, high dimensionality and sparsity pose difficulty for
accurately estimating classification models. Therefore a clustering structure is imposed on
the variables to tackle the issue, leading to a two-way mixture model for each class. Vari-
ables in the same cluster are assumed to have equal Poisson parameters within each mixture
component. The searching for the optimal partition of words into clusters is an integrated
part of fitting the mixture model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the two-way mixture of Poisson
distributions is described. Its dimension reduction property is discussed in Section 3. The
algorithm to estimate the model and to form word clusters is described in Section 4 with
some of the details relegated to the appendix. Experiments are presented in Section 5. We
conclude in Section 6.

2. Two-way mixtures of Poisson distributions

We estimate the distribution of the document vector in each class using a parametric
mixture model. In particular, every mixture component is a multivariate distribution that
has independent variables each following a Poisson distribution. Denote the document
vector byX= (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)

T, wherep is the dimension, i.e., the size of the vocabulary.
Let the class label beY ∈ K = {1,2, . . . , K}. Then

P(X = x |Y = k) =
Rk∑
r=1

�kr

p∏
j=1

�(xj | �k,r,j ), (1)

where� denotes the pmf of a Poisson distribution:�(xj | �k,r,j )=�
xj
k,r,j e

−�k,r,j /xj !, and�kr

is the prior probability of componentr. Suppose the marginal probabilityP(Y = k) = ak,∑K
k=1 ak = 1. The total number of components in all the classes isM = ∑K

k=1Rk. To
avoid the notational complexity of specifying the distribution ofXseparately for each class,
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Fig. 1. The pmfs of two example mixtures of Poisson distributions.

we relabel the parameters of the model and let the joint distribution ofX andYbe

P(X = x, Y = k) =
M∑

m=1

�mpm(k)

p∏
j=1

�(xj | �m,j ), (2)

wherepm(k) is a pmf for the class labelYwhen a mixture component is given. For a model
equivalent to (1), we havepm(k) = 1 if componentm is from classk and 0 otherwise. Let
R̄k =∑k

k′=1 Rk′ , R̄0=0. We haveM = R̄K . Let the setRk ={R̄k−1+1, R̄k−1+2, . . . , R̄k}.
Without loss of generality, assume thatpm(k) = 1 if m ∈ Rk and 0 otherwise. That is, the
(R̄k−1 +1)th toR̄kth components correspond to theRk mixture components of classk. The
associated class of componentm is denoted byb(m). Apparently,b(m) = k if pm(k) = 1.
A one to one mapping between�m and�kr , ak exists:ak =∑

m∈Rk
�m, �kr = �R̄k−1+r/ak.

The Poisson distribution is employed to model each component because of its ease of
estimation and unbounded support. The additive combination of Poissons increases model
flexibility and allows the true distribution to be better approximated. For instance, a mixture
of Poissons can be multi-modal, while a Poisson distribution is always uni-modal.Fig. 1
shows the pmfs of two example mixtures of Poissons.According to (2), when the identity of
a mixture componentm is given, the variables are independent. This is, however, not true in
general if only the class label is given because one class may contain multiple components.

We introduce clustering structures for the variables (i.e., words) next. In order not to
confuse with the clustering structures for the documents indicated by the mixture compo-
nents, we will obey the following convention: “cluster” is a simplified reference to “word
cluster” (or variable cluster); and a “component” means a component in the mixture model,
representing a “mode” of documents (or samples). The clustering structure of the variables
is explored by constraining the parameters of the variables in the same cluster. For each
classk, suppose the variables are clustered intoL groups. The cluster identity of a variable
j in classk is denoted byc(k, j) ∈ {1,2, . . . , L}, k = 1,2, . . . , K, j = 1,2, . . . , p, which
is referred to as thecluster assignment function. For brevity, the same number of clusters
is used for all the classes here. We refer to this model as the two-way mixture model due
to its characteristic of simultaneous variable clustering. Suppose mixture componentm is
from classk, i.e., b(m) = k, and variablej1 andj2 are grouped into the same cluster in
the classk, i.e., c(k, j1) = c(k, j2), it is then assumed that�m,j1 = �m,j2. There are two
aspects implied by the assumption: (1) within each class, the clustering structures of the
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variables are the same across all the components of the class; (2) within each component,
variables in the same cluster are merged and have equal Poisson parameters while across
different components of the same class, the Poisson parameters of any given variable can be
different. Define the unique value of�m,j for variablej’s in the same cluster by�m,l , where
l is the cluster identity ofj. Specifically,l = c(k, j), wherek = b(m) is the class to which
componentmbelongs to. Model (2) acquires the following parsimonious version withML

Poisson parameters:

P(X = x, Y = k) =
M∑

m=1

�mpm(k)

p∏
j=1

�(xj | �m,c(b(m),j)) . (3)

To classify a sampleX=x, the Bayes rulêy=arg maxkP (Y =k |X=x)=arg maxkP (X=
x, Y = k) is used.

3. Dimension reduction

The parameter constraint imposed on variables in the same cluster implies that these
variables have the same marginal distribution within each mixture component, and conse-
quently within each class as well. More importantly, Model (3) implies that for each cluster,
only one statistic of the variables in this cluster is needed for the purpose of predicting the
class labelY. The variable clustering leads to dimension reduction in a precise sense, as
stated by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Let X̄k,l =∑
j :c(k,j)=lXj , k = 1, . . . , K, l = 1, . . . , L. GivenX̄k,l , k =

1, . . . , K, l = 1, . . . , L, the classY is conditionally independent ofX1, X2, …, Xp.

According to the proposition, the sums of variables in all the clusters are sufficient for
predicting the class label. The dimension of the sufficient statistics isKL. It will be shown
in the experiment section that similar or even considerably better document classification
can often be achieved withKL>p. For certain applications, if it is desirable to cluster
the variables in the same way for all the classes, i.e.,c(k, l) is fixed overk, the dimension
sufficient for predictingY is L sinceX̄k,l ’s are identical for differentk’s.

We now prove Proposition 3.1. Denote the number of variables in clusterl of classkby�k,l ,∑L
l=1�k,l =p, for all k. Suppose variables in clusterl of classkare{j (k,l)

1 , j
(k,l)
2 , . . . , j

(k,l)
�k,l

}.
Model (3) can be rewritten as

P(X = x, Y = k) =
M∑

m=1

�mpm(k)

p∏
j=1

�(xj | �m,c(b(m),j))

=
∑

m∈Rk

�m

L∏
l=1

�k,l∏
i=1

�(x
j
(k,l)
i

| �m,l). (4)

Recall thatpm(k) = 1 if m ∈ Rk and 0 otherwise. By the definition in Proposition 3.1,∑�k,l

i=1Xj
(k,l)
i

= X̄k,l . For any given mixture componentm ∈ Rk, {X
j
(k,l)
i

: i = 1, . . . , �k,l}
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are i.i.d. Poisson random variables. By the property of independent Poisson random vari-
ables, the sum̄Xk,l follows a Poisson distribution with mean�k,l�m,l ; and the condition
distribution of {X

j
(k,l)
i

: i = 1, . . . , �k,l} given X̄k,l = x̄k,l is a multinomial distribution:

M( 1
�k,l

, 1
�k,l

, . . . , 1
�k,l

; x̄k,l). Consequently,

�k,l∏
i=1

�(x
j
(k,l)
i

| �m,l) = �(x̄k,l | �k,l�m,l)
x̄k,l !∏�k,l

i=1 x
j
(k,l)
i

!

(
1

�k,l

)x̄k,l

. (5)

Substitute (5) into (4)

P(X=x, Y=k)=
∑

m∈Rk

�m

[
L∏

l=1

�(x̄k,l |�k,l�m,l)x̄k,l !
(

1

�k,l

)x̄k,l
] 
 L∏

l=1

�k,l∏
i=1

1

x
j
(k,l)
i

!




=

 ∑

m∈Rk

�m

L∏
l=1

�(x̄k,l | �k,l�m,l)x̄k,l !
(

1

�k,l

)x̄k,l




 p∏

j=1

1

xj !


 .

We thus have

P(Y = k |X = x) ∝
∑

m∈Rk

�m

L∏
l=1

�(x̄k,l | �k,l�m,l)x̄k,l !
(

1

�k,l

)x̄k,l

,

subject to
∑K

k=1 P(Y = k |X = x) = 1. As the posterior probability ofYgivenX = x only
depends on̄xk,l , k = 1, . . . , K, l = 1, . . . , L, X andYare conditionally independent given
X̄k,l , k = 1, . . . , K, l = 1, . . . , L.

4. Model estimation

For Model (3), we need to estimate the prior probabilities of the mixture components�m,
the Poisson parameters�m,l ,m=1, . . . ,M, l=1, . . . , L, and the cluster assignment function
c(k, j) ∈ {1,2, . . . , L}, k=1, . . . , K, j =1, . . . , p, which determines how the variables are
clustered in each class. Denote the collection of parameters, including the cluster assignment
function c by �. The EM algorithm for the maximum-likelihood estimation performs in
each iteration the following two steps. The estimation of� at iterationt is denoted by�t :
�t = {�(t)

m , �(t)
m,l, c

(t)(k, j) : m= 1, . . . ,M, l = 1, . . . , L, k = 1, . . . , K, j = 1, . . . , p}. Let

the training data be{(x(i), y(i)) : i = 1, . . . , n}.

1. E-step: Compute the posterior probability,qi,m, of each samplei belonging to component
m

qi,m ∝ �(t)
m pm(y(i))

p∏
j=1

�(x
(i)
j | �(t)

m,c(t)(b(m),j)
), subject to

M∑
m=1

qi,m = 1.
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2. M-step: Update�t+1 by maximizing the objective function

Q(�t+1|�t )= max
�′

n∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

qi,m log


�′

mpm(y(i))

p∏
j=1

�(x
(i)
j | �′

m,c′(b(m),j))


 .

(6)

As described in Section 2,Rk components are used to model classk, whereRk is pre-
selected. Components inRk = {R̄k−1 + 1, . . . , R̄k} belong to classk. The values ofpm(k)

as well as the associated class of a componentm, denoted byb(m), are fixed onceRk ’s are
selected. Sincepm(k) = 0 if b(m) �= k, qi,m = 0 if y(i) �= b(m). Eq. (6) and those below
are written with the assumption 0 log(0) = 0.

Since (6) can be further written as

Q(�t+1|�t )=
n∑

i=1

M∑
m=1

qi,mlog�(t+1)
m +

n∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

qi,m

p∑
j=1

log�(x
(i)
j |�(t+1)

m,c(t+1)(b(m),j)
)

+
n∑

i=1

M∑
m=1

qi,m log pm(y(i)) (7)

the optimal�(t+1)
m are analytically given by

�(t+1)
m =

∑n
i=1 qi,m

M∑
m′=1

n∑
i=1

qi,m′

, m = 1, . . . ,M. (8)

The optimization of�(t+1)
m,l , m = 1, . . . ,M, l = 1, . . . , L, andc(t+1)(k, j), k = 1, . . . , K,

j = 1, . . . , p, requires a numerical procedure. One approach is to alternatively optimize
them with one fixed in each turn. Note thatQ(�t+1 |�t ) depends onc(t+1) and�(t+1)

·,· only
through the second term in (7).

For a givenc(t+1), the following�(t+1)
m,l maximizeQ(�t+1 |�t ):

�(t+1)
m,l =

∑n
i=1 qi,m

∑
j :c(b(m),j)=l x

(i)
j

�b(m),l

∑n
i=1 qi,m

, (9)

where�k,l is the number ofj’s such thatc(k, j)= l. The proof of the optimality of Equation

(9) is in the appendix. To avoid computational difficulty caused by�(t+1)
m,l being zero, a

constant can be added in the numerator in (9) to offset the value from zero. Whenn is large,
the adjusted estimation approaches (9).

For fixed�(t+1)
·,· ,Q(�t+1 |�t ) is maximized by optimizing the cluster assignment function

c(t+1)(k, j) separately for each classk and each variablej because the second term in
Eq. (7) equals

∑K
k=1

∑p
j=1

∑n
i=1

∑
m∈Rk

qi,m log �(x
(i)
j | �(t+1)

m,c(t+1)(k,j)
).A straightforward
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search is used to optimizec(t+1)(k, j)

c(t+1)(k, j) = arg max
l

n∑
i=1

∑
m∈Rk

qi,m log �(x
(i)
j | �(t+1)

m,l )

= arg max
l

n∑
i=1

∑
m∈Rk

qi,m(x
(i)
j log �(t+1)

m,l − �(t+1)
m,l ). (10)

The second step comes from the substitution of the Poisson pmf for�.
It is computationally intensive to embed an iterative procedure within each M-step of EM.

When it is numerically difficult to perform the M-step, the generalized EM (GEM) algorithm
is suggested (Dempster et al., 1977). GEM computes a�t+1 that satisfiesQ(�t+1 |�t )�
Q(�t |�t ), but �t+1 does not necessarily maximizeQ(�′ |�t ) over �′. It is shown in
(Dempster et al., 1977) that for any such�t+1, the log likelihood under�t+1 is greater
than or equal to that under�t (the algorithm is thus ascending). Equality cannot occur
if Q(�t+1 |�t ) >Q(�t |�t ). The GEM approach is taken in our estimation algorithm. In
particular, we initializec(t+1) by c(t) and then alternate the optimization of�(t+1)

·,· andc(t+1)

only once using Eqs. (9) and (10). Let�̃ = (�(t+1)· , �(t+1)
·,· , c(t)).Note�t = (�(t)· , �(t)

·,· , c(t)).
According to the optimality of Eqs. (8)–(10), we haveQ(�t+1 |�t )�Q(�̃ |�t )�Q(�t |�t ).
The amount of computation in each iteration of the GEM is linearly proportional tonpML.

To initialize the estimation algorithm, we randomly assign each sample to a mixture
componentm that belongs to the given class of the sample. The posterior probabilityqi,m

is set to 1 if samplei is assigned to componentmand 0 otherwise. Each value of the cluster
assignment functionc(k, j), k = 1, . . . , K, j = 1, . . . , p, is randomly set to a number in
{1, . . . , L}. In our current implementation, we start with the same variable partition for all
the classes, i.e.,c(k, j)’s are initially identical overk. With the initial posterior probabilities
and the cluster assignment function, an M-step is performed to obtain the initial parameters.
The EM iterations then follow. The pseudo-code for the estimation algorithm is provided
in the appendix.

5. Experiments

5.1. Data set

We perform experiments on the newsgroup data (Lang, 1995). In this data set, there are
20 topics, each containing about 1000 documents (email messages). Fourteen topics listed
in Table 1are used in our experiments. We used thebow toolkit to process this dataset.
Specifically, we used the tokenization option so that the UseNet headers were stripped; and
we also applied stemming (McCallum, 1996). Some of the newsgroups have large overlaps,
for example, the five newsgroupscomp.*about computers. In fact several articles are posted
to multiple newsgroups. Roughly half of the documents on each topic are randomly selected
as training samples and the rest test samples.
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Table 1
The 14 topics used in the experiments

1 comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware comp.sys.mac.hardware
2 comp.os.ms-windows.misc comp.windows.x
3 alt.atheism soc.religion.christian
4 sci.med sci.space
5 talk.politics.guns talk.politics.mideast
6 rec.sport.baseball rec.sport.hockey
7 rec.autos rec.motorcycles

5.2. Pre-selection of words

The total number of stemmed words in the newsgroup of 20 topics is 77,952. In our
experiments, to classify a set of topics, we pre-selected words to include in the document
word count vector. One reason is to reduce the amount of computation. A second reason is
that many words are related only to certain topics and are barely useful for the topics to be
classified. Nevertheless, the number of words we used in classification is always substan-
tially larger than the number of training documents. Several feature selection methods are
discussed inYang and Pedersen (1997)based on various heuristics such as deleting words
that occur less than a certain number of times in the dataset; deleting words that occur in less
than a certain number of documents in the dataset; and several mutual information based
selection schemes.

In this paper, we use the following approach for feature selection. Let the training data set
in an experiment be{(x(1), y(1)), (x(2), y(2)), . . . , (x(n), y(n))}. The vectorx(i) is originally
of dimensionp̄=77,952, including the counts of all the words. The topic class of document
i is y(i) ∈ {1, . . . , K}. For each wordj, j = 1, . . . , p̄, compute its total counts within
each classk, k = 1, . . . , K. Denote the total count of wordj in classk by �j,k. Then
�j,k =∑n

i=1 x(j)I (y(i) = k). As usual,I (·) is the indicator function that equals 1 when the
argument is true and 0 otherwise. The variance of�j,k over class labelk for each wordj is
computed. Specifically, the variance�2

j =∑K
k=1(�j,k− �̄j )

2/K, where�̄j =∑K
k=1�j,k/K is

the mean of�j,k. A large value of the variance indicates that the overall counts of a word in
different classes vary in a large range. The word is thus of high potential for distinguishing
the classes. For each set of topics under classification, we choose a given number of words
that have the highest�2

j computed from the training data.

5.3. Classification results

The two-way mixture model approach is applied to both binary and multi-class classifi-
cation. We first present results on binary classification of seven pairs of topics, each listed
in one row ofTable 1. The two topics selected in every pair are content-wise most close
to each other among all the topics in the collection, as suggested by the topic names in
Table 1. For each of the seven classification data sets, a document is represented by a vector
containing the counts of 5000 words selected using the method described previously. The
number of samples in each training set is around 1000, so is that in each testing set.
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Table 2
The binary classification error rates in percent achieved by the two-way mixture model and SVM for the seven
pairs of topics

% M = 10 M = 10 M = 10 M = 10 M = 20 M = 20 M = 20 M = 20 SVM
L = 10 L = 20 L = 30 n.v.c. L = 10 L = 20 L = 30 n.v.c.

1 11.09 11.39 9.70 12.87 11.58 10.59 10.59 8.02 10.40
2 9.28 10.19 9.17 8.87 9.38 9.28 10.30 13.25 11.93
3 6.08 4.99 5.48 6.88 5.78 5.18 4.39 6.08 5.08
4 4.20 3.40 2.90 4.60 3.50 3.40 3.50 3.70 3.80
5 1.96 2.64 2.35 6.07 2.06 1.96 2.55 4.02 2.74
6 3.21 2.80 4.25 3.83 3.21 2.70 3.11 7.98 2.80
7 5.79 5.89 5.69 4.90 5.59 4.50 5.09 7.99 4.70

For the two-way mixture model, the number of mixture componentsM = 10, 20. For each value ofM, different
numbers of variable clusters are tested. The number of variable clustersL=10–30. Classification is also performed
using the mixture model without variable clustering, denoted by “n.v.c.”. The minimum error rate achieved for
each pair of topics is in bold font.

Classification results have been obtained by estimating two-way mixture models with
different numbers of componentsMand different numbers of variable clustersL.Table 2lists
the percentages of mis-classified test samples obtained withM =10,20 andL=10,20,30.
The number of mixture componentsM is evenly divided to each class. For instance, when
M=10, both classes haveRk=5 components. Classification error rates obtained by SVM are
listed in the table for comparison. For SVM classification, we used the SVM-Light program
(Joachims, 2002) and the linear kernel with different values of the penalty parameterC.
In Table 2, only the results obtained from the default selection ofC are reported because
different values ofC lead only to slight changes and the default selection yields the best result
for some data sets. We have also tested SVM-Light applying to the normalized document
vectors, but the results are similar and therefore are not presented here. To explore the effect
of variable clustering on classification, error rates based on mixtures of Poisson distributions
without variable clustering are also computed.

For all the seven data sets, the lowest error rates listed inTable 2are achieved by a
mixture model. Except for the first two data sets which contain topics related to computer,
variable clustering results in better classification.According to Proposition 3.1, data sets 3–7
can be better classified using no more than 60 (KL�60) dimensions, significantly smaller
than the original dimension 5000. For the two data sets that are best classified without
variable clustering, a lack of word clusters is indicated. It is difficult to know a priori
whether variable clustering yields better or worse classification. However, a data driven
method such as cross validation can be applied to decide which is preferred. If homogeneous
word clustering is enforced across different classes, classification accuracy is usually worse
than that achieved by inhomogeneous clustering, as shown by the error rates listed in
Table 3.

As indicated by the results inTable 2, classification accuracy varies with differentM
andL although only marginally across many values. It is also observed that variation in
performance is more prominent in the low value range ofM andL. Hence, a set of candidate
M andL can be formed by sampling smaller values more densely, e.g., a grid on a log
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Table 3
The binary classification error rates in percent achieved by the two-way mixture model with identical word
clustering for the two classes

% M = 10 M = 10 M = 10 M = 20 M = 20 M = 20
L = 10 L = 20 L = 30 L = 10 L = 20 L = 30

1 18.12 14.55 14.26 17.03 16.44 14.16
2 13.35 11.21 9.79 14.58 12.03 12.95
3 6.18 5.58 5.58 6.78 6.58 5.68
4 6.21 4.70 5.31 3.50 4.50 3.90
5 4.51 3.82 3.43 2.84 3.62 2.15
6 5.60 5.08 5.29 4.46 4.56 4.25
7 8.40 7.19 7.69 7.89 8.59 8.59

The number of mixture componentsM = 10, 20. The number of variable clustersL = 10–30. The minimum
error rate achieved for each pair of topics is in bold font.

scale. Cross validation can then be applied to select the values ofM andL. Unlike many
situations where physical constraints dictate the existence of a certain uniqueintrinsic
dimension and/or number of clusters/classes, for modeling collections of documents, the
number of clusters is far less well-determined: within a certain range, the topical structures
can be equally well captured by clustering with several different cluster numbers. Choosing
the number of clusters from a purely statistical perspective is a difficult problem and is
out of the scope of this paper. Effort in this direction has been made byTibshirani et al.
(2002).

If a single component is used to model each class and variable clustering is not performed,
classification based on the mixture model is essentially the naive Bayes algorithm with
each dimension modeled by a Poisson distribution. For all the seven data sets we tested
above, classification accuracy is improved by having multiple components for each class.
Fig. 2shows the error rates obtained for four data sets using mixture models with different
numbers of components. Variables are not clustered in these models. Results obtained at
M=2 correspond to modeling each class by a single Poisson distribution in every dimension.
Except for the data set containing classrec.autosandrec.motorcycles, there is a marked
drop of classification error rate whenM begins to increase. This indicates that the diversity
of documents in one class usually demands several component Poisson distributions to
capture. We expect that a collection of documents not possessing multiple modes content-
wise, i.e., focusing exclusively on one topic, tends to exhibit a similar pattern to that of the
rec.autosvs. rec.motorcyclesdata set.

To test multi-class classification performance, we form a data set using the following
8 topics:comp.os.ms-windows.misc, comp.windows.x, alt.atheism, soc.religion.christian,
sci.med, sci.space, talk.politics.guns, talk.politics.mideast. There are 3960 randomly se-
lected documents in the training set. Every class covers roughly 500 samples. The test
data have 4004 samples. By the word pre-selection method, 10000 words are chosen to
represent these documents. When the number of componentsM = 100, the classification
error rates achieved by havingL=5,10,20 variable clusters are 8.92%, 9.02%, and 7.84%
respectively. If variable clustering is not used, the mixture model with 100 components
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Fig. 2. The percentages of mis-classified test samples obtained for four data sets using mixture models with
different numbers of components. The number of mixture components ranges from 2 to 30. Square: data set 2,
comp.os.ms-windows.miscvs.comp.windows.x; Triangle: data set 3,alt.atheismvs.soc.religion.christian; Circle:
data set 5,talk.politics.gunsvs. talk.politics.mideast; Diamond: data set 7,rec.autosvs. rec.motorcycles.

Table 4
The confusion table for classifying the 8 topics:comp.os.ms-windows.misc, comp.windows.x, alt.atheism,
soc.religion.christian sci.med, sci.space, talk.politics.guns, talk.politics.mideast

Rate (%) ms-win win.x atheism christian sci.med sci.space guns mideast

ms-win 84.27 13.15 0.22 0.22 0.65 1.51 0.00 0.00
win.x 4.84 91.10 0.00 0.00 1.16 2.32 0.19 0.39
atheism 0.40 0.20 93.37 3.61 1.20 0.40 0.20 0.60
christian 0.59 0.40 4.36 89.70 1.98 0.20 0.79 1.98
sci.med 0.99 0.99 0.60 0.00 93.44 2.39 0.99 0.60
sci.space 0.81 0.60 1.01 0.00 2.62 93.55 1.01 0.40
guns 0.20 0.00 0.59 0.40 0.79 0.20 95.65 2.17
mideast 0.58 0.58 0.78 0.58 0.78 0.19 0.97 95.53

A two-way mixture model withM = 100 components andL = 20 variable clusters is used. For each topic, the
percentages of its test samples that are classified to the 8 topics, respectively, are listed in one row. Values on the
diagonal indicate the classification accuracy.

yields an error rate of 13.64%, considerably higher than those obtained by employing
clustering. ForM = 100,L = 20, the classification result is provided in detail inTable
4. The confusion table shows that pairs of topics listed in one row ofTable 1are most
likely to be confused with each other, e.g.,comp.os.ms-windows.miscvs.comp.windows.x,
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andsci.medvs. sci.space. This is anticipated since these pairs of topics are about similar
subjects.

5.4. Word clustering

The parameters�m,l , m = 1, . . . ,M, l = 1, . . . , L in the two-way mixture model sum-
marize the high-dimensional document vectorsXi , i = 1, . . . , n across samples as well
as variables. Each mixture componentm can be regarded as one “mode” ofX in a certain
classk. Within one “mode”m, each dimensionj of X follows a uni-modal distribution,
specifically, a Poisson parameterized by its mean value�m,l , wherel = c(k, j). The vec-
tor (�m,c(k,1), �m,c(k,2), . . . , �m,c(k,p))

T is the mean (centroid) ofX generated in “mode”
m. The representation of this centroid can be further simplified to(�m,1, . . . , �m,L)

T due
to the clustering structure of variables embedded in the two-way mixture model. We can
thus regard(�m,1, . . . , �m,L)

T as characteristic vectors for classk, wherem ∈ Rk indexes
mixture components of classk. As shown in the experiments, high classification accuracy
can often be achieved withL>p. The characteristic vectors are hence of a much lower
dimension thanX. As there is no definition for “correct” word clusters from the perspective
of document analysis, an intrinsically right number of word clusters does not exist. We will
use a particular value ofL to illustrate the summarization of data provided by the two-way
mixture model.

We now use the data set containing topicscomp.os.ms-windows.miscandcomp.windows.x
and the one containingsci.medandsci.spaceas examples to examine the characteristic vec-
tors and word clusters. The two-way mixture models investigated haveM =10 components
andL = 30 word clusters.Fig. 3(a) shows the number of words in each of the 30 word
clusters for the classcomp.os.ms-windows.miscandcomp.windows.x, respectively. These
word clusters are indexed in an order of descending sizes. The sizes of the word clusters are
highly uneven although they are roughly equal by initialization. The largest word cluster
accounts for about 30% of all the words.Fig. 3(b) shows two characteristic vectors for
each class, which correspond to the two components with highest prior probabilities. Every
curve in the plot shows how�m,l varies with the cluster indexl for a fixed componentm.
Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the cluster sizes and the dominant characteristic vectors forsci.med
andsci.space. Similarly, the largest cluster for each class accounts for a substantial per-
centage of words. For all the four topics, the average word counts�m,l tend to be small for
words in large clusters. This indicates that for every topic, there are a large number of words
that on average occur very infrequently.

As shown inFig. 3, the 29th word cluster ofcomp.os.ms-windows.mischas the largest
average counts for both dominant “modes”. This cluster contains 11 words:articl, card,
driver, file, program, problem, run, system, window, work, write. These words are generic
ones a document related to computer is likely to contain. In fact, the last 8 words in this
cluster all appear in the 30th cluster of the other classcomp.windows.x, which also has the
largest average counts for both dominant “modes”. The wordmicrosoftis contained in the
23rd cluster ofcomp.os.ms-windows.misc, which has the second largest average counts for
both “modes”. For classcomp.windows.x, the wordmicrosoftbelongs to its 23rd cluster
(by coincidence), which has rather low average counts for both “modes”, as shown by
the right panel ofFig. 3(b). It is not surprising that a document on ms-windows tends to
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Fig. 3. The sizes of the word clusters and the characteristic vectors. (a): the sizes of the word clusters in the
classcomp.os.ms-windows.misc(left) andcomp.windows.x(right); (b): the two dominant characteristic vectors
for comp.os.ms-windows.miscandcomp.windows.x, respectively; (c): the sizes of the word clusters in the class
sci.med(left) andsci.space(right); (d): the two dominant characteristic vectors forsci.medandsci.space.

includemicrosoftmuch more frequently than one on x-windows. Similarly, the following
words particularly related to x-windows:openwindow,xdm,xterm,xvieware in a high count
cluster (30) ofcomp.windows.x. Forcomp.os.ms-windows.misc, however, these words are
in clusters (1 and 7) with very low average counts.
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For eithercomp.os.ms-windows.miscor comp.windows.x, words in the largest cluster
(cluster 1) have the lowest average counts in both of the corresponding dominant “modes”.
The largest cluster ofcomp.os.ms-windows.miscincludes words hardly related to com-
puter, e.g.,angel, christian, lake, sooner, wind, wood, and words specific to x-windows
but not ms-windows, e.g.,ximage, xloadimag, xfig, xlib, xstorecolor, xtiff, xmdrawingarea,
xcopyarea. Similarly, the largest cluster ofcomp.windows.xcontains words unlikely to be
associated with this topic, e.g.,gift, giant, mbyte, mpeg, microsofti, foreign, canon, sharp,
warehous.

As we have mentioned before that the word clustering structures for different classes
can be different, and in our numerical experiments this approach was shown to perform
better than using a homogeneous clustering structure across all the classes. Examination
of some of the word clusters seems to indicate that this inhomogeneity of word clustering
tends to disambiguate word senses to a certain extent. For example, the cluster contain-
ing the wordwindow in the classcomp.os.ms-windows.miscincludes another 10 generic
words related to computer systems, the cluster in the classcomp.windows.xthat con-
tainswindowalso includes wordsfont, motif, widget, xterm, which are clearly x-window
specific.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a two-way mixture model of Poisson distributions is proposed for simul-
taneous document classification and word clustering. By employing multiple components
for each document class, the distribution of document vectors can be better approximated.
The issues of high dimensionality and sparsity of the document vectors are addressed by
assuming a variable clustering structure in the mixture model. The two-way mixture model
possesses a dimension reduction property. In particular, given the sum of counts for words in
each cluster, the class label of a sample is conditionally independent of the document vector.
A GEM algorithm is derived to estimate the model. Experiments have been performed with
the newsgroup data set. Comparisons made with SVM demonstrate competitive perfor-
mance. Word clustering is shown to improve classification in many cases. As the two-way
mixture model leads to clustering across both documents and words, a large number of
documents represented by high-dimensional vectors are summarized by a small number of
low-dimensional vectors, which can be better visualized.
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Appendix

We prove�(t+1)
m,l , m = 1, . . . ,M, l = 1, . . . , L, in Eq. (9) maximizeQ(�t+1 |�t ) when

c(t+1) is given. According to (7),Q(�t+1 |�t ) depends on�(t+1)
·,· only through the second
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term. Hence, we only need to maximize the second term, which can be written as

n∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

qi,m

p∑
j=1

log �(x
(i)
j | �(t+1)

m,c(t+1)(b(m),j)
)

=
M∑

m=1

L∑
l=1


 n∑

i=1

qi,m

∑
j :c(t+1)(b(m),j)=l

log �(x
(i)
j | �(t+1)

m,l )


 . (11)

To maximize (11), we can maximize the summand in the parenthesis by optimizing each
�m,l separately, wherem = 1, . . . ,M, l = 1, . . . , L. Substitute in the pmf of the Poisson
distribution:

n∑
i=1

qi,m

∑
j :c(t+1)(b(m),j)=l

log �(x
(i)
j | �(t+1)

m,l )

=
n∑

i=1

qi,m

∑
j :c(t+1)(b(m),j)=l

(
x
(i)
j log �(t+1)

m,l − �(t+1)
m,l − log(x(i)

j !)
)

= −
(

�b(m),l

n∑
i=1

qi,m

)
�(t+1)
m,l +


 n∑

i=1

qi,m

∑
j :c(t+1)(b(m),j)=l

x
(i)
j


 log �(t+1)

m,l

−
n∑

i=1

qi,m

∑
j :c(t+1)(b(m),j)=l

log(x(i)
j !),

where�k,l is the number ofj’s such thatc(k, j)= l. The above function is concave in�(t+1)
m,l

and is maximized by setting the first derivative to zero

−�b(m),l

n∑
i=1

qi,m + 1

�(t+1)
m,l

n∑
i=1

qi,m

∑
j :c(t+1)(b(m),j)=l

x
(i)
j = 0.

Hence�(t+1)
m,l =∑n

i=1 qi,m

∑
j :c(b(m),j)=l x

(i)
j /�b(m),l

∑n
i=1 qi,m. The optimality of Eq. (9)

is proved.
Next, the pseudo-code for estimating the two-way mixture model is provided.The number

of mixture components for each classRk, k = 1, . . . , K, is pre-specified.
(1) Initialization
(a) Sett = 0.
(b) LetR̄0 =0, R̄k =∑k

k′=1 Rk′ ,Rk ={R̄k−1 +1, . . . , R̄k}, k=1, . . . , K; M =∑K
k′=1 Rk′ .

(c) For m = 1, . . . ,M, find k such thatm ∈ Rk. Setb(m) = k; pm(k) = 1 andpm(k′) = 0
for all k′ �= k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , K}.

(d) Set the initial log likelihood of the data set	 = 0.0.
(e) For each training samplei=1, . . . , n, letk=y(i).Randomly select amixture component

m fromRk.Letq(t)
i,m = 1 andq(t)

i,m′ = 0 for all m′ �= m, m′ ∈ {1,2, . . . ,M}.
(f) For each variablej = 1, . . . , p, randomly select a number l from{1, . . . , L}, and set

c(t)(k, j) = l for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
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(2) M-step
(a) M-stepUpdate�(t+1)

m , m = 1, . . . ,M: �(t+1)
m =∑n

i=1 q
(t)
i,m/

∑M
m′=1

∑n
i=1 q

(t)

i,m′ .

(b) Update�(t+1)
m,l , m = 1, . . . ,M, l = 1, . . . , L:

�(t+1)
m,l =

∑n
i=1 q

(t)
i,m

∑p
j=1 x

(i)
j I (c(t)(b(m), j) = l)∑n

i=1 q
(t)
i,m ·∑p

j=1 I (c(t)(b(m), j) = l)
.

(c) Updatec(t+1)(k, j), k = 1, . . . , K, j = 1, . . . , p,

c(t+1)(k, j) = arg max
l

n∑
i=1

∑
m∈Rk

q
(t)
i,m(x

(i)
j log �(t+1)

m,l − �(t+1)
m,l ).

(3) E-step: update the posterior probabilitiesq(t+1)
i,m , i = 1, . . . , n, m = 1, . . . ,M:

q
(t+1)
i,m =

�(t+1)
m pm(y(i))

∏p
j=1 �(x

(i)
j | �(t+1)

m,c(t+1)(b(m),j)
)∑M

m′=1 �(t+1)
m′ pm′(y(i))

∏p
j=1 �(x

(i)
j | �(t+1)

m′,c(t+1)(b(m′),j))
.

(4) Let	′=	.Compute the new log likelihoodof the data set under the updated parameters:

	 =
n∑

i=1

log


 M∑

m=1

�(t+1)
m pm(y(i))

p∏
j=1

�(x
(i)
j | �(t+1)

m,c(t+1)(b(m),j)
)


 .

(5) Sett + 1 → t . If t >1 and the increase in the log likelihood is very small, specifically,
	−	′
|	| < 
, go back to Step2.Otherwise, stop.

Essentially, the above algorithm estimates the mixture model of each class individually.
However, if homogeneous word clustering across all the classes is enforced, i.e.,c(k, j) is
fixed for differentk’s, the update ofc(t+1)(k, j) in Step 2(c) should be modified to

c(t+1)(k, j) = arg max
l

n∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

q
(t)
i,m

(
x
(i)
j log �(t+1)

m,l − �(t+1)
m,l

)
,

and the estimation of the mixture models for theK classes cannot be separated.
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